Local recurrence of colorectal cancer
Bespoke care for the informed patient in a field with lots of unknowns and little high
quality evidence
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No randomised trials or high quality evidence to guide treatment
Anastomotic leak is associated with local recurrence (OR=2)
Biopsy for confirmation of diagnosis
If biopsy not possible, serial enlargement and positive CEA/PET/sMDT opinion
PET has utility in staging
Referral of patients to specialist exenterative units
MRI is optimum imaging modality for determining anatomy of disease in pelvis
Optimum treatment is by multimodality treatment
Chemoradiotherapy if Radiotherapy naïve
Consider reirradiation if previous Radiotherapy
Radical surgical resection aiming for R0 if fit and appropriately informed
Surgery based on pre-treatment imaging
Intraoperative radiotherapy if margins predicted to be close/involved
Close collaboration between surgeon and pathologist for evaluation of margins

1-, B (refs 1,2)
2+, C (refs 3,4)
2-, D (refs 3,4)
3, D (refs 3,4)
4, D (refs 3,4)
2-, C (refs 3,4)
2+, C (refs 3,4)
2+, C (refs 3,4)
3, D (refs 3,4)
2+, B/C (refs 3,4)
4, D (refs 3,4)
2-, C (refs 3,4)
4, D (refs 3,4)

Key points
• Management of locally recurrent CRC is an MTE - Massive team endeavour
•

Referring team and MDT; receiving team and MDT; CNSs; Medical and clinical
oncology; Palliative care; Radiology; IR; Pathology; Anaesthetics; different surgical
specialties; medical physics and radiographers

• MTE - also equates to a communication challenges.
• Effective and regular communication is helpful with patients; between units; and
between teams
• No clear single model or pathway: Tailored to individual patients; anatomy (and
classification) of disease; and circumstances.
• General oversight by specialist MDT where possible
• Early review and discussion between the planned ultimate surgical team and
patients and their family is encouraged

Key points
• Important knowledge gaps:
• Role of reirradiation; intraoperative brachytherapy; or electron beam
radiotherapy
• How to avoid radical surgery in those with occult micrometastases –
critical need for validated biomarkers with clinical utility
• Optimum follow up approach
• Quality of life and Health economics in the setting of a clinical trial
• Other areas for improvement:
• Standardising radiological classification systems
• Standardising pathological assessment
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